Abstract-3D measurement technology is one of the important research fields in computer vision. 3D measurement based on binocular stereo vision is a typical measurement technique. In this paper, the structured light technology is combined with binocular stereo technology. The structured light can increase the feature of object's surface, so we can reconstruct the surface of object more robustly. In this paper, we establish the 3D imaging system, obtain the point of 3D coordinates on the imaging plane, and then extract the center of the stripe image. Based on the stripe center, we pro pose a new method of matching. At last, we reconstruct the 3D surface of the object by caIculating the interception points of two rays with analytical solutions. The experimental results show that the method is feasible and efficient.
I. INTRODUCTION
3D reconstruction technology of surface objects based on structured light has advantages of the inherent wide range [1] , large measuring range, non-contact, high accuracy and easy implementation. So it is paid more and more attention in industry and has been applied to automatic processing, electronics, automobile and other manufacturing industries [2] .
In this paper, projectors-digital camera system is composed oftwo digital cameras, a projector and a computer. Project-or can object linear structured light to object, Digital camera is mainly used for collecting two-dimensional image data and the real texture of objects. Thus, the entire system schematic is shown in Figure I . \/ Based on the system schematic, we can establish the model of imaging [6] . Assuming the coordinates of the left camera's optical center, according to the stereo calibration, we can get the coordinates of the right camera's optical 978-1-5090-6252-2/17/$31.00 ©20 17 IEEE 64 center [7] . In previous researches, we can only obtain the two dimensional infonnation of the image plane. In this paper, we try to parallel two cameras, so we can obtain the threedimensional infonnation ofthe image plane [16] .
In image processing, we use the algorithm of extracting stripe's center to deal with striped images, the results show the proposed algorithm is feasible and efficient. Besides, in order to match feature points, we put forward a new approach to find matching points quickly [7] . In the end, according to the reconstruction of three-dimensional model, we can verify the method is effective.
In this paper, we reconstruct two models. One is a box, the other one is a model of calabash. The experiments show that the method of reconstructing objects is convenient, fast and efficient.
METHOD
As we all know, camera calibration plays a very important role in the process of three-dimensional reconstruction [4] , it depends the accuracy ofreconstruction of the object. The geometric position of the object and the pixel on the imaging plane are depended on the camera imaging model [5] . Figure 2 shows a camera with center of projection 0 and the principal axis parallel to Z axis. Image plane is at focus and hence focal length f away from 0 [11] . A 3D point P=(X,Y,Z) is imaged on the camera's image plane at co ordinate Pe =(u,v). We will first fmd the camera calibration matrix C [6] which maps 3D P to 20 Pe' As we have seen before, we can find Pe using similar triangles as Which gives us This can be expressed in a similar form as Equation (4) (7) Since this is a camera image, we need to express it in inches [7] . For this we will need to know the resolution of the camera in pixels/inch. If the pixels are square the resolution will be identical in both u and v directions of the camera image coordinates. However, for a more general case, we assume rectangle pixels with resolution m u and m v pixels/inch in u and v direction respectively [8] . Therefore, to measure Pe in pixels, its u and v coordinates should be multiplied by m u and m v respectively [14] . Thus
This can be expressed in matrix form as [:lff m: f ;::j[;H~ ; ::lp~KP (10) Note that K only depends on the intrinsic camera parameters like its focal length [10] , principal axis and thus defmes the intrinsic parameters of camera. Base on the imaging model, in this paper, we assume the coordinate of the left camera's optic center is (0,0,0) [7] , intrinsic camera parameters is known though calibration [11] , the distance of the image plane between the optic center is close to the focal length, so we can obtain the threedimensional ofthe points on the imaging plane [15] . Figure 3 shows the stereo imaging model [13] . In this paper, we adopt the imaging model is shown in Figure 3 , we can calibrate cameras separately [9] , according to Equation
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(11), (12), we can get the position of right camera with regard to left camera.
R I , t 1 represent the position of left camera between the world coordinate; R 2 ' t 2 represent the position of right camera between the world coordinate system; X w is the coordinate of P in the world coordinate system; Xci is the coordinate in the left camera's coordinate system, x c2 is the coordinate in the right camera's coordinate system. Equation (13) represents the position ofright camera with regard to left camera [10] .
We use Rand T replace the Equation (13) . T= [ -124.2554,2.7449,7.7350] Observe the value of the R, it is approximate to the identity matrix, it turns out that the position of right camera with regard to left camera is parallel. So we can get the coordinate ofthe right camera's optical center is (124.2554, -2.7449, -7.7350). As same as the left camera, the distance of the image plane between the optic center of right camera is close to the focal length, we can also obtain the threedimensional of the points on the right imaging plane.
Compare to left camera, we need to translate the points [6] , so we can get the 3D coordinates correctly on the right imaging plane.
Based on the above research, we establish cameras' imaging system, we can get the co ordinate of left camera's optical center is (0,0,0), the equation of the left camera's imaging plane is Z=8.12; the co ordinate of right camera's optical center is (124.2554, -2.7449, -7.7350), the equation ofthe right camera's imaging plane is Z=0.4144. Figure 4 shows the 3D points on the left imaging plane; Figure 5 shows the 3D points on the right unaging plane. The blue point represents the optic center and the red points (6 x 5) represent the calibration board project on the imaging planes. At last, we obtain the points of 3D coordinates on the imaging plane.
When we get the striped images trom cameras, we need to extract striped information. In this paper, we adopt the Steger algorithm [13] to extract the center of the stripes, which can obtain the sub-pixel accuracy. The results show the algorithm is effective and accurate. Figure 6 show the center of the box's stripes. Figure 7 show the center of the calabash's stripes. Then, we extract those central lines separately, we make sure that those lines in left image and right image are one-toone correspondence [14] , and then fit these curves. At last, we sampie the same number of points on these curves [15] . In this way, all points on the left image are one-to-one correspond to all points on the right image. Figure 8-9 show sampled points obtained by image processing algorithms [14] . Through one-to-one correspond, we have found the matching points on the left and right image. We can draw the 3 D coordinates of the box and the calabash on the imaging plane. Figure 10-13 show the optic center and 3D coordinates ofpoints on the imaging plane. From the front part, we've got the 3d coordinates of points on the imaging plane, we can link the left optic center and each point on the left imaging plane [7] , each ray is formulated by the following:
As same as left, we can link. the right optic center and each point on the right imaging plane [7] , each ray is also formulated by the following:
Ifthe computed equations ofthe rays are exactly accurate and the imaging is perfectly central projection, there will be one intersection point for left ray and right ray [7] . However, due to noise and imperfect central projection, left ray and right ray might be no intersection [7] . To find the intersection, the least squares algorithm is used to find the point that is the nearest to the rays [7] .
We assurne the point (x;, y;, zJ is on the left ray [7] and the point (Xi' 1";", ZJ is on the right ray [7] , the distance between the point is computed as follows:
Substituting (15) and (16) (18), and setting the derivative of t; to zero and solving it [7] , the value of t; is obtain:
By substituting the value of t; back into (19), the value of T J is obtained: (27) r Substitute the value of t; and the value of T, into (15) and (16), respectively. Two nearest points are acquired [15] :
When the two points are not equal, the coordinate of the interception point is approximated bythe following [15] :
After all the sampie points are calculated, the surface of projects can be reconstructed. Figure 14 shows that reconstructed points, Figure 15 shows that the points are in the stereo imaging system, Figure 16 shows that the measurement system. As can be seen from the Figure 16 , we can actually measure the size of the calibration board is 27mm x 27mm,the distance of reconstructed points is approximately 27.2158mm. The error is 0.2158mm.Considering the camera distortion, this error is acceptable.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
Based on the system, we have reconstructed the surface of two models, one is a box, the other one is the calabash. Figure 17 shows the surface of the box, Figure 18 shows the surface of the calabash, Figure 19 shows the original image of the box, Figure 20 shows the original image of the calabash. It is significant to adopt the new method to reconstruct the surface of the object. The innovation of the article lies in making fuH use of the imaging plane of the 3D information. At the same time, in the feature points matching, by sampling as many points in stripes, those points are one-toone correspond.it is also important to fit those curves. If the fitting is not accurate, it will case the error to reconstruction directly. For objects with simple surfaces, this method is convenient and effective.
